
(Receiving between Nov. 28th to  Dec. 5th) 

“Shakudama - The Dawn Star” (Artist: KO,TAI-TING) 
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“Rainbow Shell” (Artist: Josué Beauregard) 

“210mm Double Core Shell Burst Nishiki Stars With Rising Small 
Flowers, And Fall Blue Stars And Snow” (Artist: ksana0354) 

“Jewelry Planet”  

“Meteor at Guang Bridge” (Artist: KO,TAI-TING) 

“Bright Starry Sky” (Artist: Zheng Tong) 

“To Starry Sky of Jewelry Stones“ 

“The beauties of nature” (Artist: Mabu-san) 

"Shining Seaport” (Artist: KO,TAI-TING) 

“St Michaels Fireworks Lija Malta” (Artist: Keith Tanti) 

“The Treasure in My Heart “ (Artist: M.watanabe) 

“Hikari - Beyond the Brightness “ (Artist: Bokaboka) 

“Towards a Brilliant Future“ 

“Marigold” (Artist: Mabu-san) 

“Mabtec -On a flashy night “ (Artist: Mabu-san) 

Comment from the artist: Shoot a rising silver tail and burst to multi petals of colors with 
outer gold 

Comment from the artist: It's the latest trendy time-differential fireworks with an image of 
a jeweled reflection pattern with changing colors.  

Comment from the artist: This is an over 10-sized firework with the image of marigold.  

Comment from the artist: The fireworks in Qishan River and Guang Bridge in Taiwan are 
like shooting stars in the night sky.  

Comment from the artist: This work was created with the image of a journey through the 
starry night sky with various jewelry sparkles.  

Comment from the artist: Changing Fireworks using flowers as a motif 

Comment from the artist: Fireworks are shining on the embankment on both sides 
of the seaport.  

Comment from the artist: I made a simple composition to express the power of 
fireworks' glow. This is a simulation, but I hope you can feel the brilliance of fire-
works.  

Comment from the artist; You can't help but wonder what kind of scene is waiting 
for you in the future. With the image of the various beautiful scenes that we'll en-
counter in the future, we created this work with the hope that it will be a sparkling 
future.  

Comment from the artist: This is a composition of flashes and fireworks with mov-
ing viewpoints.  

1st Simulation Fireworks Competition Program 

(We have omitted honorific titles here. ) Single Shell Category 

Opening Fireworks 

A new style art born from the fusion of digital technology and fireworks art, “Simulation Fireworks”.  

We hope you will enjoy this new style art.  

Youtube Channel 

Simulation Fireworks Association 

＜Introduction of assignment song “Meteor Shower”＞ 

“Meteor Shower” is a song recorded by Japanese singer-songwriter Mr. Tsutomu as his original song. 
He was born in Saga Prefecture in Japan, and now, he is based in Tokyo and have released many 
albums. He has his own Youtube channel, so please scan the QR code and visit his channel  for more 
details. URL：https://eh.almg.tech/ 

Sponsor 

10:00～ 

Around 10:10～ 

Score 

Around 10:15～ 

Assignment Song Category 

Free Song Category 

Around 10:30～ 

Scan for viewing competition 

(Starting live streaming at Nov. 28th 10:00(GMT)) 

Scan for judging works 

Ending 

Around 11:05～ 

Live Streaming  

Contact 

mail：official@almg.tech 

November 28th, 2020, 10:00-11:10 (GMT) 
(Stream live on Youtube. You can see it even after stream live.) 

Annoucement 
Published on the website on December 7th 

Audience Judging Page 

Score 
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(Artist: Chairman of Komatsukakokagayaki Fireworks Shop) 
Score 

Score 

(We have omitted honorific titles here. ) 

(Artist: Chairman of Komatsukakokagayaki Fireworks Shop) 

Score 

Score 

Score 

Score 

(We have omitted honorific titles here. ) 

Score 

(Artist: Chairman of Komatsukakokagayaki Fireworks shop) 

Score 

Score 

Score 

Score 

Score 

of Judgement Results 

(The Radio Station at Omagari City) 

Cooperation 

A&B LLC. 


